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• AI can be top down or
bottom up.
• But how we use it can
also be top down or
bottom up.

• Once trained (bottom up) a ML model is often
treated like a top-down designer, an oracle
that magically generates what we want.
• But using data to drive generative design in
this way means all results are variations of
existing designs.
• It’s also arguable whether this approach really
scales to complex forms – and 3D geometries
with interacting components are much more
complex than 2D images.
• This approach assumes that we know what we
want. But often we know what we don’t want,
but we don’t know what we do want. This is
why design is creative.

• Nature doesn’t do top down in any form when
generating novel morphologies.
• Nature learns from experience, but then uses
distributed intelligence to enable adaptive generative
design, built up from smaller components, where each
component has a “little brain”.
• Each “little brain” is the same, yet works differently
according to its context. Each collaborates and
communicates with its siblings and its environment.
• Each “little brain” is the product of vast numbers of
prior trials which resulted in the successful generation
of a form and its sustained survival (or not).
• In combination, they form a brain more complex and
capable than the collection of cells we call a brain,
within a skull.

• Why is distributed generative design necessary?
1. It’s a control problem. In nature you don’t just
specify the design, you specify how it is built, how
it is maintained, and repaired.
2. It’s a dynamic problem. You need to modify the
design on the fly in response to changes in its
environment. The design becomes a product of the
generative design process and the environment.
3. It’s an unknowable solution. Every design must be
unique to best fit the novel challenges it faces
during its existence. Exactly what that solution
should be cannot be predicted in advance.
4. It suffers from combinatorial explosion. Even a
design of 10 interacting 3D components is difficult.
How about 37,000,000,000,000? (Cells in human body.)

• So if we’re trying to do distributed generative design, what do we need?
• Genotype: A base representation (set of genes or parameters) that can be
explored or optimized
• Gene Regulatory Network: the network defined by our parameters that
interact to produce desired patterns of behaviour. (Our “little brains”)
• Development: a set of components (cells), where each component uses a
GRN iteratively to create/modify itself and its neighbours with interaction
to and from an environment which together make…
• Phenotype: our solution

• Every element in bold can be represented differently. We can use each
representation to help generate or map to another. We might even use
more representations than these.

Computational Development using Fractal Proteins

Motivated by the idea that shape is used to
define information in biology, and the infinite
complexity of real shapes and their interaction
is useful in a computational system.

Evolving a GRN firing pattern
Target.

GRN pattern of a perfect solution

The concentrations of each protein in the cytoplasm every time step.

Evolving Beyond Perfect
• So far the fractal chemistry has been
effectively exploited by evolution,
enabling desired GRN patterns to be
evolved and improving evolvability.
• SO… if the system is so evolvable,
what happens when you allow variablelength genomes and continue evolving
for a further 1000 generations after a
perfect GRN is found?
• You get graceful degradation and
robustness “for free”:
• solutions have an improved ability to
generate the desired GRN when
individual genes are knocked out.
• more efficient generation of GRNs,
using fewer proteins and/or fewer
genes.

Evolving fault tolerant software

Developmental Squareroot - input value is
environmental protein concentration, output
value is behavioural gene activation strength

GP Squareroot -function set
comprising “+”, “-“, “*” and “/”

Errors after damaging executables

Results of running 200 corrupted executables for three squareroot programs. Graceful
degradation is defined as solutions producing 10 non-zero values within 50 percent of
the correct values.
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Outputs produced by different runs of the
damaged developmental squareroot
function, true squareroot shown in bold.
Most produce results that are approximately
correct (within 2 of the true value),
displaying remarkably graceful degradation,
where traditional software fails.

Evolving Robot Controllers

Evolving Robot Controllers

Evolving Robot Controllers

Summing up

• fGRNS are just one approach. How best to implement our “little
brains” (GRNs)?
1.

Expressibility. (John Searle defined expressibility as: “whatever
can be meant can be said”. We need the same for expressibility
of solutions in our target domain.)

2.

Bias. (The counter-balance to expressibility, bias makes some
solutions easier/more likely to represent and others more
difficult/less likely.)

3.

Evolvability. (The searchability of the representation by an
optimizer in order to find good regions in the search space that
correspond to desirable solutions.)

4.

Protection. (The counter-balance to evolvability, stability
involves protecting/repairing solutions from damage caused by
the optimizer, i.e., when you have a good solution, don’t throw
it away.)

5.

Scalability and adaptability. (A small number of parameters used
iteratively in a developmental procedure, incorporating
interactions with its environment – not a massive parameter set
that tries to do everything in one.)
Gene/Hox collinearity. (Correspondence between ordering of
Hox genes along the chromosome and their expression patterns
along the head-tail axis, i.e., essential time-dependent
architectures and parameters need to to be formed through
patterning or clustering.)

6.

Summing up

• For scalable generative design we need distributed generative design. That means:
• Our aim should not be to make a brain that knows everything about design now.
• Our aim should be to make a brain that has the capability to adapt appropriately in each situation and collaborate with
billions of versions of itself in order to design and build what we want.
• It’s the difference between learning what billions of designs look like, compared to learning how to design for a billion
different scenarios.
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